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ABSTRACT
There is a significant gap in the body of research on cross-
device interfaces. Research has largely focused on enabling
them technically, but when and how users want to use cross-
device interfaces is not well understood. This paper presents
an exploratory user study with XDBrowser, a cross-device web
browser we are developing to enable non-technical users to
adapt existing single-device web interfaces for cross-device
use while viewing them in the browser. We demonstrate that
an end-user customization tool like XDBrowser is a power-
ful means to conduct user-driven elicitation studies useful for
understanding user preferences and design requirements for
cross-device interfaces. Our study with 15 participants elicited
144 desirable multi-device designs for five popular web inter-
faces when using two mobile devices in parallel. We describe
the design space in this context, the usage scenarios targeted by
users, the strategies used for designing cross-device interfaces,
and seven concrete mobile multi-device design patterns that
emerged. We discuss the method, compare the cross-device
interfaces from our users and those defined by developers in
prior work, and establish new requirements from observed user
behavior. In particular, we identify the need to easily switch
between different interface distributions depending on the task
and to have more fine-grained control over synchronization.
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INTRODUCTION
The current proliferation of new devices ranging from smart-
watches and phones, to tablets, to interactive tabletops and
walls has prompted researchers to investigate combined use of
multiple devices. We identify three main research streams.

First, a number of studies have been conducted on multi-device
workflows [6, 17, 28, 30] and specifically cross-device web
use [18, 20, 19, 34]. These studies clearly identified a need to
support sequential and parallel use of multiple devices to more
easily share tasks and interfaces between them. However, they
were insufficient for producing concrete guidelines on how to
adapt existing interfaces for cross-device use.
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Second, many different cross-device interaction techniques [3,
4, 29, 31, 32] have been explored. While they are promising
for improving cross-device interactions, most techniques are
limited to a particular set of applications or combination of
devices, and are generally not available in current interfaces.

A third stream of research has investigated new cross-device
design tools [5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 25, 36]. The vast major-
ity of these tools, however, are targeted at developers, allowing
them to distribute interfaces between devices programmati-
cally or using special authoring tools. While a number of
possible cross-device interfaces were showcased to illustrate
technical support, whether or not these address actual user
needs and are desirable by end-users was not explored.

As part of the XDBrowser project, we are investigating how
existing web browsers can be extended to support parallel
usage of multiple devices as motivated by previous studies.
This paper presents a prototype of XDBrowser that enables
non-technical users to adapt existing single-device interfaces
for cross-device use. We use XDBrowser primarily as a tool
for conducting a user-driven elicitation study on cross-device
interfaces. Asking users to customize and try out alternative
cross-device designs during active use, enabled us to observe
user behavior both when designing and when using cross-
device interfaces. The main contribution of this paper is there-
fore our study, which aims to build a better understanding of
when and how users want to use cross-device interfaces.

Our work is inspired by the early cross-device paper prototyp-
ing study by Hutchings and Pierce [15]. In their study, users
were asked to demonstrate how they would want interfaces to
be distributed between devices when used in different multi-
device environments. Our own research also started out using
paper prototyping to experiment with different cross-device
interfaces and considered designing for many different cross-
device settings. However, we quickly realized that a crucial
element for users is to experience the interaction as closely as
possible to the final interface. We wanted to avoid the three
main limitations we found with their study design.

First, paper prototyping has strong limitations when testing
response times and when comparing small variations of an in-
terface. The latter became particularly evident when designing
for a combination of handheld mobile devices, where inter-
faces are small and preferences depend on the details of the
interaction, making the paper prototyping method unsuitable.

Second, they studied three multi-device settings that resulted
in a rather high-level analysis of user-defined distributions,
mostly showing that users wanted to distribute interfaces in
all conditions, but providing little detail on how. We focus on



one likely cross-device setting using two mobile devices in
parallel to study this in detail.

Third, their study asked users to customize each interface for
one particular task. Our study instead is exploratory in nature,
asking users to customize for all the tasks that they would like
to perform with the cross-device version of the interface and
use the think-aloud protocol to describe how their interactions
and tasks would benefit from cross-device use.

In our study, 15 participants created 144 desirable multi-device
designs for five popular types of interfaces when using two
mobile devices in parallel. We report on usage scenarios sug-
gested by users, the design strategies employed by users when
designing for this cross-device setting, and seven mobile multi-
device design patterns underlying the user-defined interfaces.
Based on user feedback, we analyze both ease of design and
ease of use of different cross-device interfaces and identify the
reasons why some cross-device interfaces were more difficult
to create than others, and how to better support those in future
cross-device design tools. We close with a discussion of our
method and how the user-defined designs from our study com-
pared to developer-defined designs from prior work, as well
as suggesting ways of using our results in future research.

RELATED WORK
We build on prior work on multi-device workflows, cross-
device systems and toolkits, and end-user customization.

Multi-Device Workflows
Early studies by Oulasvirta and Sumari [28] and Dearman
and Pierce [6] in the context of mobile information work
identified a strong need for seamless multi-device interaction
because many activities spanned multiple devices. However,
multi-device workflows had to be carefully planned as they
were commonly hindered by two facts. First, information and
actions are tied to the device rather than the user. Second,
devices are not aware of their role in the user’s larger task.

In addition to the more serial workflows identified by these
works, a recent study by Santosa and Wigdor [30] found new
patterns of parallel device use. Despite widespread adoption
of cloud services for multi-device synchronization, the authors
still report a lack of support for parallelism in cross-device
interactions. Jokela et al. [17] distinguish between resource
lending, related parallel use, and unrelated parallel use. They
identify three challenges users commonly face when using
multiple devices in parallel: deciding which devices to use, ac-
cessing content between devices, and keeping devices updated
and charged. Display size, input capabilities, and level of
multi-tasking support are the main factors in choosing which
device to use in a specific situation.

With a particular focus on cross-device web use, Kane et
al. [18] analyzed web-based usage data across devices and
found that often the same sites were visited in desktop and
mobile settings. Follow-up studies by Karlson et al. [20]
using log analysis identified temporal usage patterns with
information workers as well as strong device preferences for
certain tasks, such as preferring the smartphone for keeping
track of emails and device switching rarely occurring within a

given task. A second screenshot-based diary study [19] found
that smartphone tasks were often suspended until they could be
completed on the PC. They identified and discussed major task
completion barriers such as missing functionality, input/output
challenges, complex tasks and cost/benefit choices.

Together, these studies identify a lack of support for synchro-
nizing relevant task state across devices to make it easy to
transition a task between devices. They also highlight that,
in order for users to benefit from using multiple devices to
complete a task, they need to be able to decompose the task
into meaningful subtasks that they can then distribute and per-
form using multiple devices. Our work adds to these studies
by detailing when and how users want common web brows-
ing tasks to be distributed between multiple devices and the
cross-device interactions demanded by users.

To enable our study, we first studied the technical support
available in existing cross-device systems and tools. Using this
knowledge, we developed our prototype of XDBrowser and
used it as a tool to study user-defined cross-device interfaces.

Cross-Device Systems and Toolkits
Johanson et al. [16] introduced the idea of multibrowsing and
developed special software enabling users to send web pages
to, or open them from, other devices. A lot of the research
since then has focused on improving the technical aspects of
multibrowsing. For example, Ghiani et al. [9] developed push-
and-pull techniques that are not limited to transferring URLs
between devices, but provide advanced support for HTML
DOM capture and JavaScript state persistence. This enables
full migration between devices and even multiple users, but
comes at the cost of additional infrastructure and requires its
own web proxy-based migration environment [10].

Recently, a number of cross-device systems and toolkits were
proposed. We focus our review on those that informed the
design of XDBrowser’s distribution tools the most.

Panelrama [36] is a web-based toolkit with support for in-
terface division and automated distribution between devices
based on developer-specified groups of web page elements,
so-called panels, and their suitability for distribution. Panels
need to be specified in HTML and panel state captured and
synchronized in JavaScript using shared variables.

With the Tandem Browsing Toolkit [12], developers can create
multi-display web sites consisting of multiple parts which
can be viewed on several devices in parallel. Geared towards
web applications that have stages, e.g., a shopping web site
that consists of a login, item selection and checkout stage,
the toolkit synchronizes transitions from one stage to another
across multiple devices through a finite state machine.

Frosini and Paterno [8] propose a flexible framework based
on the idea of dynamically migrating engines that provides
developers with an API for interface distribution and/or mi-
gration between dynamic sets of devices. Distribution can be
dynamically controlled based on the types of a specific device
or group of devices and the roles associated to a specific user
or groups of users, which can be switched at any time.



XDStudio [25] is the first distributed interface builder follow-
ing a long line of previous multi-device authoring tools such
as Damask [22], Gummy [24] and D-Macs [23]. The specific
focus of XDStudio is on enabling interactive development of
cross-device interfaces by adding cross-device capabilities to
the authoring environment itself. Distributed interfaces can be
designed by simulating target devices, by directly involving
them via on-device authoring, or both. At its core is the notion
of distribution profiles that enable reuse of existing interface
distributions and their adaptation to new cross-device settings
not originally designed for at run-time.

While this past work is very motivating to the goal of enabling
more seamless cross-device interaction, the techniques have
so far been limited to developers. Our goal with XDBrowser
is to adapt and integrate the cross-device support that has al-
ready been implemented and demonstrated as separate systems
targeted at developers. We want this support to be available
directly in a web browser without requiring developers to mod-
ify interfaces to enable cross-device use and without requiring
users to install and use special migration infrastructure and
browsing clients. To avoid these constraints, our prototype
necessarily does not offer a full range of support for cross-
device interfaces. With our prototype, however, non-technical
users are able to browse existing single-device interfaces and
customize them for serial or parallel usage of multiple devices
via built-in visual tools. Most importantly, browser view state
and input can be flexibly controlled and synchronized between
multiple devices. This was crucial for letting users experiment
with different kinds of cross-device interfaces and eliciting
both technical and design requirements from the usage of
XDBrowser and observed user behavior.

End-User Customization
End-user customization techniques commonly aim to em-
power non-technical users with simple and easy-to-use tools
for adapting existing interfaces to their requirements. Our
prototype of XDBrowser adds to the research in this area and
shares commonalities with the following systems.

PageTailor [2] provides end-users on PDAs with a direct ma-
nipulation interface and simple controls for hiding, resizing
and repositioning elements in a web page. Using PageTailor,
web pages can be customized over multiple browsing sessions
and are automatically reconfigured when a page is loaded.

The Highlight [27] system takes the inverse approach in that,
while browsing a web page on the desktop PC, end-users can
demonstrate interactions central to the application for brows-
ing on mobiles. The interaction sequences and corresponding
web page elements are learned and used to generate a smaller,
mobile-friendly version of the original page. Highlight uses a
separate authoring tool that provides a storyboard view and a
preview to browse and refine the mobile versions.

The PlayByPlay system [35] shares browsing sessions in the
form of instant messages that can be executed in another
browser using the CoScripter technology [21]. This is particu-
larly powerful for collaborative web browsing with multiple
users and can also be used for synchronizing web browsing
actions across multiple desktop and mobile devices.

CrowdAdapt [26] builds on crowdsourcing and introduces new
adaptation operations to support, not only desktop-to-mobile
adaptation, but a much wider range of devices including large
screens. With CrowdAdapt, users can interactively adapt the
web page layout similar to PageTailor and share their cus-
tomizations so that others browsing with similar devices can
immediately benefit from user-contributed layouts.

Our XDBrowser prototype extends these techniques so that
existing interfaces can be partitioned, copied and moved be-
tween devices as they are viewed in the browser. Compared
to previous developer-oriented techniques [10, 14, 26, 25, 36]
which are all based on HTML DOM element selection, XD-
Browser does not require the user to understand the page’s
internal structure and composition of the layout. In fact, it
works independent of the HTML DOM and easily caters to
cases where page elements are specified at different levels
of the DOM hierarchy. Inspired by WinCuts [33], we imple-
mented a rectangular selection tool allowing users to frame
any part of the web page that they want to share between de-
vices. In addition, multi-select is supported so that different
parts of the same page can be shared. As a result, web inter-
faces can be cut, copied and moved between devices, making
it as easy as constructing paper prototypes for multi-device
environments [1, 15], but allowing this directly in the browser
via visual tools that are suitable for non-technical users.

CROSS-DEVICE INTERFACES WITH XDBROWSER
Our larger goal with XDBrowser is to support more seamless
cross-device use when browsing on multiple devices in parallel.
We developed a prototype to better understand user needs and
study when and how users want to use cross-device interfaces.
The main idea of our study was to ask users to adapt popular
single-device interfaces for cross-device use as they view and
interact with them using the browser.

XDBrowser supports three common functions for multi-device
interface distribution adapted from existing cross-device sys-
tems and tools: (1) pushing an entire page to a device, (2)
pushing user selected parts of a page, and (3) pulling a page
from another device. When pushing or pulling pages using
these functions, XDBrowser opens the URL in a new tab on
the target device and checks whether the user selected regions
within the page. If that is the case, the page will be split into
the corresponding regions.

To illustrate the three functions and the resulting actions in
XDBrowser, let us use an example. Figure 1 shows a scenario
in which XDBrowser was used to combine a smartphone and
a tablet to work around individual device limitations and max-
imize screen usage by distributing parts of a mail interface.
The phone is used for viewing the inbox and selecting mails
(Step 1)), while the tablet is used as the primary device for
reading mails (Step 2)). Clicking a message on the phone
loads the respective mail on the tablet. This is an example of
the overview+detail design pattern commonly employed by
users to view details on the larger device and keep an overview
on the smaller device.

Users can choose which tabs or shared page they want to
keep in sync. When synchronization is activated for a page,



Figure 1. Mail interface customized using XDBrowser to view the inbox on a smartphone (Steps 1a) select inbox on tablet; 1b) push inbox from tablet
to phone; 1c) inbox on phone) and read selected mails on a tablet (Steps 2a) select message on tablet; 2b) push message to tablet; 2c) message on tablet)

XDBrowser will broadcast changes of the viewport and in-
put provided by the user to connected devices. All tabs that
have the same page loaded will be updated with the new view
state and input. XDBrowser automatically activates synchro-
nization for pages pushed to, or pulled from, another device.
Users can toggle synchronization at a per-tab level, or can dis-
able synchronization for all tabs at once to operate the device
completely independently from other connected devices.

XDBrowser supports four synchronization options that can be
toggled to achieve different cross-device interactions:

1. Click sync captures click events at the document level, there-
fore covering the entire page, and replays them in all synced
tabs by locating the target element and triggering the asso-
ciated click handler. To prevent multiple form data submis-
sions, clicks on submit buttons are not replayed.

2. Scroll sync monitors scrolling along both axes and maintains
the scroll state by transferring and setting the scroll position
in proportion to the viewport size on synchronized devices.

3. Input sync captures keyboard, mouse and touch input on any
form input field (text fields, checkboxes and radio buttons,
comboboxes and multi-selects) part of the page. For each

field, the current value is serialized and restored in synced
browser tabs opened on the same and connected devices.

4. URL sync tracks changes to the URL loaded into a tab
including changes to the fragment or hash part. The hash
is not only used by web browsers to jump to anchor links,
but also by many modern web applications, such as GMail,
Google Maps, or YouTube, to store page-internal state, such
as the selected mail folder or message, the location and
zoom level of the map, or the video and timeline index.
When a change of the URL is detected, XDBrowser updates
all synchronized tabs with that URL so that page-internal
state is transferred and updated on all connected devices.

In combination, these four synchronization options enable
XDBrowser to fully restore the browser’s view state and in-
put when a page is shared between devices. Synchronization
keeps the interactions in one tab or shared page synchronized
with all other tabs on the same device or on connected de-
vices that have the same page opened. Therefore, with all
synchronization options enabled, clicking buttons, scrolling
the page, entering form data, and jumping to anchors or mod-
ifying the URL on one device will perform the same action
on all connected devices. Disabling synchronization means
that the interactions on the current device will have no effect



on the other devices. Synchronization can be toggled at any
time so that it is possible to decouple devices to operate them
independently and reintegrate and resynchronize them on de-
mand. Note that this all still works when pages are cut into
regions and even if multiple cuts of the same page are shared
with other devices since XDBrowser only restricts the view-
port according to the user’s selection. This essentially hides,
but does not extract or remove, HTML DOM elements and
therefore does not run the risk of breaking web pages. While
these features may not be sufficient to support all the cross-
device interfaces that could possibly be created with previous
systems and toolkits, our study reported later shows that they
do make XDBrowser a powerful tool for users to explore and
experiment with the kinds of cross-device interfaces they find
useful and usable. We developed the synchronization options
prior to the study and believe they are generic and could apply
to a wider range of applications than the ones we studied.

XDBROWSER IMPLEMENTATION
XDBrowser is implemented as a fullscreen browser interface
running within the OS’s default web browser. The fact that
only native browser features based on HTML5 and CSS3 are
used enables XDBrowser to run on any web-enabled device
providing modern browser support, with no need for modifica-
tion or special software, making it a lightweight solution that
can readily be adopted. The browser interface is responsive
to the device in use, enabling its interface to adapt to a wide
range of mobile devices including phones, tablets, and laptops.

XDBrowser uses a client-server architecture. The two main
client-side components are: (1) browser windows containing
the browser’s navigation controls and wrapping the actual web
pages in iframes and (2) selection boxes for cutting browser
windows and transferring parts of a page. When distributing
pages, first the iframe wrapping the entire page is cloned.
For each selection box, the cloned iframe is then wrapped
again in a new container sized to fit the selection box and
translated to match the scroll position. The main components
are implemented using the jQuery Widget Factory. Modernizr
and CSS3 media queries are used for XDBrowser’s responsive
design. Depending on the device’s screen dimensions and
available touch support, either jQuery UI or Hammer.js are
used for draggable and resizable behaviors. The server is
based on Node.js. Socket.IO is used for realtime bidirectional
event-based communication between all connected devices.

While sufficient for our study, this implementation has some
limitations. Our approach works best with pages served locally
or stored offline. Many top sites forbid iframe embedding and
browsers prevent cross-site scripting, but a proxy server fixes
this [9]. For sites that maintain a session, the user needs to
login on each device, but a remote-control architecture [27] or
shared virtual browser such as PhantomJS resolves this [14].

STUDY DESIGN
Our end-user customization study with XDBrowser comprised
three parts. First, a questionnaire collected data on participants’
use of devices and interfaces, their experience using touch as
input and designing interfaces, and demographic information.
They were then introduced to the core features of XDBrowser,

explaining the push-and-pull functions and means for synchro-
nization by showing examples of multi-device distributions.
This part of the study was used both for training and priming
of participants regarding possible cross-device interfaces.

Second, participants were asked to perform five customization
tasks for the interfaces shown in Figure 2. Task order was ran-
domized and counterbalanced between participants. For each
task, participants used XDBrowser on two mobile devices of
different size, a Nexus 4 phone and a Nexus 7 tablet. Using
the features of XDBrowser and the think-aloud protocol, they
were asked to perform each customization task in three steps:
(1) demonstrate a task they commonly perform with the in-
terface, (2) create desirable interface distributions to perform
the task using the two devices in parallel, and (3) perform
the task using the custom cross-device interface. Immediately
after each customization task, participants were given a short
questionnaire where they rated three statements related to the
task: “I would enjoy operating the browser in this manner”,

“It was easy to do the task”, and “The available features were
effective for this task”.

At the end of the study, users filled in a detailed questionnaire
rating various features of XDBrowser. We recruited 15 partici-
pants (10 male, 5 female, median age 28) with high experience
using touch as input (median 6 using 7-point Likert scale) and
intermediate UI design skills (median 5). All participants indi-
cated high familiarity with the five web sites that our versions
resembled, and owned and used multiple devices on a regular
basis. There was no time limit in the study and participants
were encouraged to try out as many different designs as they
wanted. The study took roughly one hour per participant.

Below we describe the five interfaces used for customization:
mail client, media player, maps viewer, article reader and
slideshow presenter (Figure 2). These interfaces were com-
monly reported in the cross-device literature [4, 8, 11, 25,
36]. We believed that this selection would give us a variety
of interfaces with different requirements and best allow us to
compare the cross-device interfaces designed by our users to
those designed by developers in previous work. All interfaces
were based on real web sites; however, these are highly dy-
namic and personalized. Our versions ensured that the same
content is shown to all participants. Rather than five specific
existing sites, we wanted to test representative but simplified
versions of them to focus users on core page elements.

Mail Interface
Similar to many email clients, the mail interface is composed
of two pages: an inbox and a compose page. The inbox
lists mails and shows the content of a mail selected from the
list. The compose page for writing mails is opened when the
compose button or the reply icon next to each mail is pressed.
With this interface, we were interested in understanding how
users would deal with synchronized pages, showing details of
selected mails, and text input in a multi-device scenario.

Media Interface
Inspired from and implemented using YouTube, the media
interface contains a video player and a playlist with controls
for pausing/resuming playback, muting and unmuting, seeking



Figure 2. The five customization tasks used for the study involved a mail client, a media player, a maps browser, an article reader and a slides viewer.

through the video, as well as rotating through the playlist. The
playlist was restricted to three selected videos. This is an
interesting interface for our study as it raises the question of
which device(s) should play video and/or audio as well as
issues of synchronizing media and controlling playback.

Maps Interface
Based on Google Maps, the maps interface embeds a map that
can be panned and zoomed using gestures. It also has controls
for switching between the map, terrain and satellite views as
well as increasing/decreasing the zoom level. Located below
the map is an input field for text search based on the Google
Places service. For each place found in response to a query
(e.g., “hotel”), a marker will be added to the map. Markers can
be clicked to show additional information. The maps interface
also lists three places that center and zoom the map on the
target location when selected. This interface is interesting due
to the many possible configurations of the map across devices
and in terms of what should and should not be synchronized.

Article Interface
Similar to many online newspapers, blogs and wikis, the ar-
ticle interface shows a table of contents with links to the re-
spective sections in the text, an excerpt of the actual text, and
a list of the references for citations in the text. This interface
is interesting for exploring scrolling and navigation within
larger pages and how the need for these may be reduced with
cross-device use.

Slides Interface
Finally, to cover tasks common to gallery browsing and
slideshow presentations, we included the slides interface. It
consists of the current slide that can be clicked to go to the

next slide, as well as thumbnail previews of the previous and
next slides. Each preview can be clicked to set it as the current
slide. In addition, the interface contained a textarea for notes.
This interface is interesting as all page elements control and
provide a different view on the state of the slideshow.

RESULTS
The main results of our study comprise the usage scenarios
suggested by participants for parallel device use, the design
strategies employed by participants when customizing each
interface, and the design patterns emerging from the different
designs created by participants. They also include participant
feedback in terms of whether they would enjoy using XD-
Browser, its ease of use when customizing each interface, and
the effectiveness of its distribution and synchronization tools.

Cross-Device Interfaces and Usage Scenarios
In total, participants created 144 desirable designs with XD-
Browser for the five interfaces using the two mobile devices.
With an average of 9.6 different designs per participant and
1.92 per participant and task, participants could almost always
think of at least two different ways of customizing and using
each interface in the cross-device setting. We discuss the high-
lights of each customization task below, showing the variety
of cross-device interfaces created using XDBrowser.

Mail Interface
For the mail interface, participants commonly customized for
two primary tasks: reading mails and writing mails. A popular
design for the first task was to use the phone for checking
the inbox and selecting messages that participants then read
on the tablet (Figure 3(a)). However, when they considered
customizing for the second main task, writing mails, they



(a) Mail (Overview+Detail) (b) Mail (View+Input)

(c) Media (Remote-Control) (d) Maps (Split)

(e) Article (Overview+Detail) (f) Slides (Extend)

Figure 3. Examples of user-defined cross-device interfaces and the five cross-device design patterns that were most popular for these interfaces.

opted for a different cross-device design. In order to dedicate
one device to input only, in this case, many participants used
the tablet for composing mails and the phone for checking the
inbox and reading mails (Figure 3(b)). They explained that
the on-screen touch keyboard on the tablet is larger and more
comfortable for typing. Since both tasks typically go hand
in hand, participants wanted to quickly switch between the
two different versions optimized for each task. To achieve this
with our current prototype, participants opened two tabs with
the mail interface, one for the customizations for reading and
the other for writing mails. They then synchronized them and
switched tabs according to the task.

Media Interface
The media interface was commonly customized for one task:
playing media. The most frequent cross-device design showed
the video in fullscreen on the tablet and the playback controls
and the playlist on the smartphone (Figure 3(c)). However,
participants distinguished between watching videos by them-
selves and showing videos to others, and made minor modifi-
cations in each case. In the first case, one participant copied
one half of the video player on one device and the other half on
the other device to make full use of the combined screen real
estate. In the second case, another participant kept a smaller
preview of the video on the smartphone for their own refer-

ence. In both cases, participants debated which devices should
play sound. Participants often muted sound on the smartphone
to limit audio to the tablet where speakers are usually better
compared to those on smartphones. Some however played
sound on both devices to have a better stereo effect when
watching videos alone. One participant only played sound on
the smartphone via headphones and watch the video on the
tablet without having to worry about headphone cables. Par-
ticipants also commonly suggested at some stage during the
task that they might want to look up related information on the
smartphone, e.g., movie actors or lyrics for music videos. They
could do this by disabling synchronization on the smartphone
to use it independently from the tablet.

Maps Interface
The maps interface was customized for two primary tasks,
namely for looking up a location on the map and for comparing
maps. For looking up a location, the most popular cross-device
design showed the map using a higher zoom factor on the tablet
for a detailed view and a lower zoom level on the smartphone
for an overview (Figure 3(d)) However, keeping the map views
synchronized was a challenge since participants only wanted
to synchronize the center of the map and not the zoom factor.
This was tricky for XDBrowser’s URL sync since the maps
URL contains both parameters and hence synchronized both



the center and the zoom level of the map view. For comparing
maps, participants created different designs for comparing
either the same location using two different map views or
two different locations. In the first case, designs commonly
showed the default map view on the phone and the terrain or
satellite view on the tablet. These were considered useful for
planning a bike trip and exploring the surroundings for walks
and hikes. In the second case, the phone was used to zoom on
one location and the tablet to zoom on another location. This
was considered helpful for planning a road trip and deciding
where to make a stop. For either task, participants found that
the way XDBrowser currently synchronizes URLs was not
ideal. They therefore only used synchronization up to the
point of loading the maps interface on both devices and then
disabled it to browse the maps independently on each device.

Article Interface
The article interface was customized for the primary task of
reading the text and occasionally checking references. The
most common cross-device design showed the article text on
the tablet for reading and the table of contents and list of ref-
erences on the smartphone (Figure 3(e)). When clicking on
links in the table of contents or the references on the smart-
phone, participants commonly wanted XDBrowser to jump
to the respective passage in the article on the tablet, rather
than scrolling the page on the smartphone. To keep a lock
on these parts of the page, participants cut the interface into
two regions, one containing the table of contents and the other
the references, to remove the article text from the smartphone.
They explained that this design allowed them to use the smart-
phone for overview and reference purposes in support of the
primary task of reading on the tablet.

Slides Interface
Participants customized the slides interface for a primary task,
showing slides, and a secondary task, taking notes. For the
primary task, the most common cross-device design showed
the current slide on the tablet and the slide’s previous and
next previews on the smartphone (Figure 3(f)). For the sec-
ondary task, many wanted to exclusively use the smartphone
for taking notes and show the rest of the interface on the tablet.
Compared to the mail interface, however, they anticipated that
switching between the two designs would not frequently oc-
cur while using the interface. They would either show slides
or review slides and take notes. These two separate activi-
ties therefore did not create the same challenges as for the
mail interface, where quickly switching between different cus-
tomizations was commonly requested.

Design Strategies
In general, while customizing interfaces, participants consid-
ered and weighed the cost associated with using both devices,
and necessarily having to switch between them, as opposed to
just using one device for the task at hand. Although the vast
majority of designs created by participants involved parallel
use of both devices, not all of them did. If participants did not
see the benefit in using both devices, they simply just used one
of the devices for the task.

In observing participants customizing most interfaces for par-
allel multi-device use, we identified three common design

strategies: (1) optimize for screen space, (2) optimize for
input, and (3) minimize device switching.

The first strategy is motivated by participants’ understanding
that combining two devices provides more space for viewing
content than using the devices in isolation. An obvious ex-
ample of this strategy was the media interface with the player
stretching across both devices. Other examples include the
mail design for reading tasks where moving the inbox to the
phone afforded more space on the tablet for reading messages,
and the maps interface with overview and detail views on the
tablet and phone. While we did not measure user performance
during tasks, participants expected that optimizing along the
screen size dimension reduces the time and effort required
for between-page navigation (e.g., inbox vs. compose mail),
within-page navigation (e.g., scrolling the article page), and
panning/zooming (e.g., viewing maps).

The second strategy was based on participants’ preference for
typing on the device with the larger keyboard where they felt
they could type faster and with fewer errors. Clear instances of
this strategy were observed for the mail and slides interfaces,
where synchronization between the smartphone and the tablet
allowed participants to view content on the smartphone while
writing messages or taking notes on the tablet.

The third strategy was to keep the number of device switches
during tasks low. This was exhibited through participants
keeping the interface parts that they commonly required during
a task together on the same device. On the other hand, the
interface parts that helped them transition between tasks were
commonly copied or moved to the other device. Again a good
example is the mail interface where the tablet was used for the
main task, reading messages, and the smartphone for opening
messages on the tablet. This cross-device design only requires
switching between devices when the user wants to select a
different message for reading, which corresponds to starting a
new task. However, when the larger task was writing messages,
participants changed the design to keep the inbox and reading
pane together on one device and used the tablet for writing.

Design Patterns
We reviewed each of the 144 designs created by partici-
pants, extracted common features and grouped the results
into the largest classes. Seven multi-device patterns from three
groups—async patterns, copy and sync patterns, and move
and sync patterns—were identified in two separate passes
and discussed with an independent cross-device researcher.
Figure 4 gives an overview of the design patterns and how fre-
quently they were employed in each customization task, while
Figure 3 illustrates popular designs for the top five patterns.
Below we present the groups and each pattern in turn.

1. Async Patterns
The first group consists of asynchronous multi-device use
patterns, i.e., using devices independently or not in full sync.

Single
While the vast majority were cross-device designs, three de-
signs (2%) used only a single device. Three participants did
not find it beneficial for the media, maps and article tasks



Pattern/Interface Mail Media Maps Article Slides Total

Async

  Single 0 1 1 1 0 3

  Split 1 1 8 6 0 16

  Overview+Detail 9 2 6 12 3 32

Copy and Sync

  Mirror 1 2 1 1 1 6

  Extend 4 6 4 2 6 22

Move and Sync

  Remote-Control 4 13 10 4 14 45

  View+Input 13 0 2 0 5 20

Total 32 25 32 26 29 144

Figure 4. Seven multi-device patterns, including five for cross-device use
in parallel, and how often each was suggested in the five customization
tasks. Highest-scoring patterns per task are indicated in gray shading.

to be able to use the two devices in combination and instead
suggested using the original interface on just one of them.

Split
16 designs (11%) used the same interface on both devices in
parallel, but in a not fully synchronized split view. This was
popular for maps, e.g., for route planning and exploring the
surroundings using different map views (Figure 3(d)).

Overview+Detail
With 32 designs (23%), the second most popular pattern was
to have only the parts of the interface that were useful for
overview purposes on one device, and only the parts with
details on the other. This was the most common proposal in
the article task with 12 designs (8%) (Figure 3(e)).

2. Copy and Sync Patterns
The second group consists of patterns in which the page is
copied and fully synchronized between devices.

Mirror
Six designs (4%) assigned equal roles to devices and dupli-
cated the interface. Participants expected that the state of the
interface would be fully synchronized between devices, e.g.,
two suggested it in the media task for playback in stereo.

Extend
22 designs (15%) replicated parts of the interface on the sec-
ond device so that the interface extended across both devices.
For example, a common design for slides was to replicate the
current slide on the second device (Figure 3(f)).

3. Move and Sync Patterns
The third group consists of patterns that move parts of the
page from one device to the other and keep them in sync.

Remote-Control
The most popular pattern with 45 designs (31%) moved parts
of the interface to another device for remote control. This
was most common in the media and slides tasks where it was
popular to have all controls only on the phone (Figure 3(c)).

View+Input
20 designs (14%) used one device for viewing content and the
other for text input. This was most popular for mail with the
phone used for viewing the inbox and the tablet for writing
messages as input was perceived to be easier on the tablet
given the larger virtual keyboard (Figure 3(b)).
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Figure 5. Post-task feedback on whether participants enjoyed operating
XDBrowser, found the task easy to perform and provided tools effective.

User Feedback
When asked about the main benefits of XDBrowser, one par-
ticipant said: “It lets you take advantage of the strengths of
each device, so that you have the smoothest overall experience”
(P1). It was considered useful for “combining display and
input devices for an improved user experience” (P4) and for

“the fact that you can easily switch from one device to the other
by means of sync” (P9). Participants appreciated XDBrowser’s

“distribution of the view area and the input area to maximize
the view area” (P13) and the ability to “move typing tasks
to the tablet” (P12). Other aspects they highlighted included
that “less scrolling is necessary because I can navigate using
a second device” (P15) and that they could use XDBrowser

“to show to another person what I see on my screen” (P14).

We also asked participants what they think are the main short-
comings of our prototype. In line with the challenges of creat-
ing cross-device interfaces for some tasks, it was considered
necessary to “make it easier to switch between tabs when
combined” (P1). Currently, “too many steps are required for
selecting content to be shared, should be automated for me”
(P3). For some interfaces, some participants were “not sure
all the time what gets synced and what doesn’t” (P15) and
found that “sync control could be more sophisticated” (P5).

From the post-task feedback shown in Figure 5, we can see that
participants enjoyed using XDBrowser for the tasks, found it
easy to perform the tasks and the customization tools creating
cross-device designs effective. Across all tasks, the median
ratings were at or above 5 on a 7-point Likert-scale (7 = best).

Enjoyment
Overall, participants enjoyed using XDBrowser. Two partici-
pants answered that, while the tasks were easy and the features
seemed effective, they would not enjoy using the two devices
in combination for the maps and article interfaces and gave it
a low rating for that reason.

Ease of Use
The mail task was not so easy for three participants who
wanted to open the compose page directly on the other de-
vice without having to first open it on, and then push it to, the
target device, which is currently required. The media task was
not so easy for some participants due to the fact that autoplay
is not available on mobile devices as enforced by the HTML5



standard, which required the video player to be started once
on each device before it could be synchronized.

Effectiveness
The browser’s features were generally deemed effective with
some differences between tasks. Again, participants gave
lower ratings in the mail and media task for the same issues
noted above. The maps task received several slightly negative
to neutral ratings mainly due to the fact that synchronizing
the map’s bounds between devices meant that also the zoom
level remained in sync. This was contrary to some proposals
of participants who wanted to maintain the same location, but
have different views and zoom levels on the two devices. The
lower ratings in the article task were given by participants
who, as also requested for the mail application, wanted to
open links in the text directly on the other device, rather than
jumping to the anchor on the current device. Finally, the slides
task received lower effectiveness ratings by participants who
wanted to scale the current slide to fill the viewport. This was
also often requested in the media task; however, there it was
not an issue since YouTube supports fullscreen playback.

DISCUSSION
At the highest level, we differentiate distribution and synchro-
nization, and distinguish two distribution methods, copy/move,
and four synchronization options, click/scroll/input/URL sync.
Many different designs were possible and a pattern analysis
grouped the results into the seven largest classes. Our pat-
terns can be seen as distinct but not disjoint, i.e., a particular
design can have elements in common with more than one pat-
tern. Two pieces of information were used for disambiguation:
(i) main function of distributed elements based on separation
of content, navigation and presentation, (ii) participants’ stated
intent behind each distribution and role of each device. Fig-
ure 3(c) is a remote-control example because all navigation
elements were moved to the phone with the intent to control
video playback on the tablet. Figure 3(e) is overview+detail
rather than remote-control although the table of contents with
some navigation elements was moved to the phone because the
intent was still to navigate the article primarily on the tablet.

Several recent works have presented cross-device designs for
mail clients, media players, map browsers, document readers
and gallery viewers similar to the five tasks we studied [4,
8, 11, 25, 36]. However, these were commonly designed
by developers. Many of the designs proposed by develop-
ers can be classified as mirror, extend, remote-control and
overview+detail patterns. While there is agreement in terms
of classification, overall we found much less usage than ex-
pected for some of these patterns in our study. For example,
mirror and extend designs from the copy and sync category
were not very popular among participants. We suspect that
this may have to do with our study only using two devices
and that duplication or replication of interfaces may be more
desired with additional devices. However, this is something
that remains to be established.

Much more popular in our study were the move and sync
patterns instead. Here, the examples shown in the literature
missed some designs frequently created by our participants.
For example, Duet [4], Conductor [11] and Panelrama [36]

all present similar cross-device designs for the mail and maps
interfaces. However, we find two major differences in the
results of our study. First, our study showed a lot of variety
with many different designs from the move and sync pattern
category especially for these two interfaces. Second, none
of them considered different tasks for each interface whereas
our participants distinguished between primary and secondary
tasks for which they wanted different cross-device designs.

The design strategies and patterns we extracted from user-
defined designs establish the variety of desired designs and
the data we collected on user preferences can guide designers
in making informed decisions about choosing the right pattern
for different tasks. Our study helps to provide a better picture
of the mobile cross-device design space and can inform future
design in this context. Our motivation to focus on two mobile
devices was to generate a rich set of patterns for a setting that
is increasingly common [17, 29, 30]. If existing web sites were
to implement our patterns, users would immediately benefit.

Our study also raises new technical and design issues. First,
while users often associated specific roles with devices, the
same users frequently switched them depending on the task.
Our attempt to tackle the issues at the browser rather than in-
terface level is therefore a step in the right direction since the
users themselves can use the tools to easily switch device roles
making their own customizations without having to rely on
developers to make the necessary changes for them. Second,
an important question raised by participants is what is and
what is not synchronized. XDBrowser currently supports four
synchronization options that proved sufficient for customizing
the interfaces for most tasks. However, in some cases, partici-
pants asked for more control while others wanted XDBrowser
to make the decision for them. Our study therefore motivates
further research into the means of providing fine-grained sup-
port and automation of different interface distributions with
synchronization control at the content, navigation and presen-
tation levels. It will also be interesting to study cross-apps
tasks involving multiple web sites. Building on the results of
this paper, these are important avenues for future research.

CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a user study around XDBrowser, a
new kind of web browser we are developing to enable a better
cross-device web browsing experience. XDBrowser extends
previous end-user customization techniques to cross-device
use. Our user study demonstrates its potential to support a
wide range of common web browsing tasks and elicit desirable
cross-device interfaces leading to seven design patterns.

The results generated so far are useful in at least three ways.
First, they provide an overview of possible cross-device de-
signs able to guide developers of distributed interfaces. Sec-
ond, they aid classification of cross-device designs. Third, they
provide a basis for comparison in future cross-device studies.
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